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Free editable february 2021 calendar template
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lens integration for smartphones, the photo industry is bursting at the seams with new software, a range of functions, innovative AI features, and user interfaces to fit anyone from neophytes to professionals. We know that picking a software can be daunting no matter the subject, but add in a range of color and light presets, AI skies, and the ability to
smooth skin and shape objects, and the difficulty in making that decision is amplified! Not to worry, we gathered the best photo-editing software on the market and laid it all out for you. Adobe Photoshop has been topping the photo-editing charts for a while now, and it remains the benchmark by which other editing software compares themselves.
Photoshop Users prefer Photoshop for its single-click object selections, AI skin-editing, and simplified object removal. Professional edits are possible at the click of a button. The possibilities are endless with additional tools to support other creative ventures such as typography, drawing, and mobile and web design. While these add up to a seriously
multifaceted tool, some find the interface to be a bit overwhelming. GIMP brings a new element to the market, offering completely open-source photo editing software that’s even compatible with Linux. Users chose GIMP (GNU Image Manipulation Program) as the leading alternative to Adobe because of its full-featured yet easy-to-use interface. This
software is perfect for the beginner or the expert and everyone in between, offering image retouching, drawing, and the ability to create graphics from scratch. Not only is GIMP free to use, but you will also have access to a lifetime for free updates! Brought to you from one of the most trusted brands of photo-editing software, Lightroom is built with
the photographer in mind. It features cloud storage, making photos accessible across both mobile and desktop platforms, with presets at your fingertips. Users love how Lightroom’s step-by-step tutorials within the app allow them to successfully complete projects with a professional touch, even on the go. If quality user interface is at the top of your
list for photo-editing software, Skylar Luminar 4 is for you! Luminar has the added benefit of not being a subscription service like other well-known photo-editing software, and features a one-time payment option that puts its AI skin enhancer, AI sky replacement, and smart presets all at the touch of your fingers. Users chose Luminar for both its
speed and reliability, as well as its sheer number of automatic photo fixes that make magic happen at the single touch of a button. Take your designs next-level with this combination photo-editing and graphic design software from Corel Paint Shop Pro. This software is easy to use whether you're an expert or just getting started. Corel features built-in
algorithms for quick photo fixes as well as professional level editing tools. Users praise this software for giving them a tool they could use in creative ways such as creating holiday cards, banners, and crafts for the kids. Take note that Corel does not offer a Mac version at this time, something that may disappoint Apple devotees. If you're a dedicated
user of Adobe Lightroom, consider maximizing your editing ability by combining your plug-in with Photomatix Pro 6. Reviewers praise this photo-editing software for working seamlessly with their Lightroom plug-in, as well as its ability to merge their exposures into a single quality HDR image, ready for its automatic alignment and tone mapping.
Affinity Photo is here to offer a cost-effective solution compatible across Mac, iOS, and Windows platforms. While reviewers weren't sold on the non-standard interface, they did tout Affinity Pro for the range of capabilities—RAW editing, panorama stitching, focus stacking, and digital painting, to name a few—available to users without costing them a
bundle. While lesser known, ACDSee PhotoStudio is worth getting on a first name basis with. ACDSee is a comprehensive RAW photo-editing software featuring automated adjustments, face recognition, geotagging, and the ability to control the light and color in your photos with the utmost precision. Users raved about the seamless cloud storage
integration, for one. Ultimate 2020, the latest version of this software, promises even more outstanding features including state-of-the-art layered editing and intuitive digital management. Photographers are starting to shoot RAW images, giving them higher quality and unprocessed photos. DxO OpticsPro 11 is here to offer the best solutions for
handling RAW images with its smart lighting, intelligent boosting of local contrast, and automatic recovery of colors and details. Reviewers said over and over again that this software offered them the best noise reduction out there on the market. From the brand that brought you high-quality video-editing comes Cyberlink PhotoDirector, powered by
AI to create stunning works of art right before your eyes. Cyberlink is constantly adding new features to upgrade your experience with frequent updates. Users loved its smooth UI, thorough noise reduction, unique body shaper tool, and the special effects for multiple-exposure and HDR images. The best calendars for 2021 can help you get organised,
and set the tone, for the year ahead. You may be used to using an online calendar, but we think there's no beating a physical calendar. In our opinion, having beautiful office stationary that combines functionality with design is a surefire way to encourage you to stick to your organisational goals. Creating an aesthetically-pleasing and well-organised
workspace will help you feel confident and motivated, making it easier for you to keep on track of your meetings and appointments, as well as break down your projects into manageable chunks.A good organisational setup is as important for your home office as having the best office chair or the best desk, so don't settle for a plain, boring calendar. In
this guide we've collated the best wall calendars for the design-conscious, as well as the best desk calendars if you want something with more organisational features such as to do lists. The best 2021 calendars for your office or home (Image credit: V&A)Format: Wall calendar | Size: 30 x 0.51 x 30 cm | Month range: 12 months Beautiful, striking
design Large boxes Bold patterns aren't for every roomUK holidays only If you're looking for something to brighten up your office or kitchen and add a touch of class to your walls, you can't beat the richly-detailed designs of William Kilburn. This stunning wall calendar features 12 designs from the UK's V&A Museum's collection, with patterns in all
colour schemes from gorgeous greens and warm yellows, to fresh greens and brilliant blues. Dublin-born William Kilburn (1745–1818) was the most famous block-printed cottons designer of the 18th century. After he moved to London, he started selling prints, drawings and engravings to print shops. The designs featured in this calendar have been
taken from the Kilburn Album, one of the V&A’s most treasured possessions. Each image is accompanied by text accompanies each piece.(Image credit: Peachly)Format: Desk calendar | Size: 21.59 x 27.94 x 1.02 cm | Month range : Undated Multiple sections for granular organisation Doodle spaceIce cream design isn't for everyoneIf the organisation
offered by the Boxclever isn't granular enough, then this desk calendar from Peachly is the 2021 calendar for you. There's not as much space per day as the Boxclever desk calendar, but each weekly view has six sections: blocks for each day of the week (with equal spacing for weekdays and weekends), a weekly priorities list, notes for next week, a to
do list, a habit tracker and a 'dot grid' for taking quick random notes (or doodling!). If you like to view your week as part of a bigger picture, choose this calendar. In the habit tracker you can keep an eye on things like how much water you're drinking, how much exercise you're doing, or that you're having a mindfulness break. Intriguingly, this
calendar is undated so you can start using it any time of the year, and you can save yourself a piece of paper if you go on holiday and miss a week of planning. (Image credit: Banksy)Format: Wall calendar | Size: 30.5 x 1.7 x 61 cm | Month range: 12 months Inspiring art for your wallMuch cheaper than a Banksy... Only for Banksy fans Unofficial If
you're a fan of the Bristol-based street artist Banksy, or any street artist really, then the Banksy 2021 calendar is a great choice for you. Featuring 12 high quality images of Banksy's best, recent graffiti art, this calendar will add a touch of artistic inspiration to your wall. Our favourite image is the boy playing with a nurse toy while Batman and
Spider-Man lay discarded in a bin. This image features on the cover, and went on display in Southampton general hospital earlier this year. Other featured artwork includes the iconic Armoured Dove, and fan-favourite Girl with Balloon. (Image credit: Andrews McMeel Publishing)Format: Wall calendar | Size: 12 x 0.2 x 12.1 inches | Month range : 12
months Therapeutic and creativeHigh quality paperFrustrating if you go outside the linesDoodling could be distracting This doodle-friendly wall calendar is the perfect choice for creatives who love to doodle, or need some encouragement to take regular screen breaks and relax. When you're feeling uninspired, reignite your creative mojo by escaping
to magical kingdoms filled with woodlands, plants and flowers, and even fantasy creatures. The Inky Wonderlands 2021 calendar features illustrations from all eight of "illustrator and ink evangelist" Johanna Brasford's adult colouring books, printed on high-quality paper selected by Basford herself. The spiral binding means you can easily transform it
from wall calendar to colouring pad, and back again. (Image credit: Amazon )Format: Wall calendar | Size : 11 x 11 x 1 inches | Month range: 12 months Inspiring quotations for every monthLarge boxes Too cheesy for some US holidays only We can all use a reminder of everything we have to be grateful for, and that's exactly what the Simply Blessed
2021 wall calendar offers you. Each month of this 12 month calendar brings a new snippet of wisdom, or a blessing, to help you feel calm, inspired and purpose-filled as you go about your work. The mantas include "Live the simple life," and "Begin each day with a grateful heart", and all sit in beautifully-drawn wreaths with colour schemes to suit the
time of year. There's plenty of space for making notes on this calendar, with large boxes for each day of each month.(Image credit: Boxclever)Format : Desk calendar | Size : 20.5cm x 26.5cm x 2cm | Month range: 12 monthsCompact and freestanding Nifty flip page to do list Only includes UK holidays The Boxclever Press desk calendar tops our list of
the best calendars for 2021 because it's compact enough to stay on your desk without taking up valuable workspace, but is still packed with useful features.The month-to-view pages are clearly laid out and give you enough room to write in important meetings, appointments and deadlines, plus there's a previous/next month view to help you keep track
of longer-running projects. Weeks run Monday to Sunday, and weekends are conveniently highlighted to help you separate your work and free time. Our favourite thing about this calendar has to be the super-useful 'To Do' flip page section: there are 52 pages, one for each week of the year, with a tick box for each line so you can stay organised at a
monthly and weekly level simultaneously. This feature is perfect for your weekly to do lists, or to jot down random reminders that come to mind that you don't want to clog your calendar with. (Image credit: East Urban Home)Format: Wall calendar | Size: 63.5cm x 96.52cm | Month range: Undated Wipe cleanRemovable and repositionable Too large
for some rooms Requires updating The East Urban Home Monthly Calendar Chalkboard Wall Sticker is the most fun calendar in our roundup. This peel and stick chalkboard wall calendar is fully interactive as you'll need to write the month and days every month, as well as everything you want to keep track of. Don't worry though, it's easy to remove
and reposition without marking your surfaces. Write down all your key activities with chalk, and then simply wipe it clean with a cloth when you're ready to move onto the next month.We think this calendar would work especially well in an open studio space, but you can use it anywhere in your home because you can stick this calendar anywhere –
walls and windows included. (Image credit: TF publishing )Format: Desk calendar | Size: 5.5 x 5.5 inches | Month range: 12 months To do list broken down by hoursSection for top priorities Not much free space per dayIf a little bit of sass and sarcasm will help you stay motivated then this is the calendar for you. Keep track of your daily to do list and
organise your time into neat hourly blocks to ensure you all get all your sh*t done! On the other hand, the calendar is small and there isn't a lot of space per day for tracking your projects and appointments in addition to tasks. You might find more notation space more helpful than space for tracking your daily food and water intake when it comes to
choosing the best calendar. If inspiring quotes are more your thing, check out the Inspire Daily Desktop Calendar instead.(Image credit: Wayfair )Format: Wall calendar | Size: 50cm x 50cm x 2cm | Month range: 12 months Customisable Personal ExpensiveLargeThis epic magnetic wall-mounted calendar from Harry Larry doubles as a photo memo
board and so is a great calendar for someone looking to get creative when it comes to organisation.It's a functional blackboard and comes with magnetic accessories so you can attach notes, photos, material samples or anything you like to keep you both organised and inspired. Found a new material you like the look of but you're not sure about using
in your next project? Pin it to your calendar and work with it in your office or studio for a few weeks first. You can also attach business cards from networking events, or photos of your family and friends if you want to use the calendar to help remind you to keep a good work-life balance. The month names and days of the month are hand-screen
printed on a laser-cut and powder-coated metal panel, so while you can change up the look of your calendar, the key dates you need to stay organised won't go anywhere. Read more:
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